ARCHOS Fusion Storage Now Available
Fusion Storage significantly increases data storage space in a mobile
device by fusing internal and external memory

Paris – May 5, 2015 – ARCHOS, a pioneer in Android™
devices, announces the availability of ARCHOS Fusion
Storage, a revolutionary software that seamlessly combines
the memory of any micro SD with the internal storage on a
smartphone or tablet. Unveiled during MWC 2015, ARCHOS
Fusion Storage is now immediately available via “Over-the-Air”
(OTA) updates for ARCHOS device users.

Long-Awaited Feature
To create Fusion Storage, ARCHOS relied on
over 25 years of experience in software
development, particularly in the Android
platform. ARCHOS’ R&D team focused on the
lower layers of the Google operating system
and
its
Kernel
core,
modifying
its
characteristics to allow automatic memory
reconciliation and allocation. The result is
increased capacity for Android tablets and
smartphones through a seamless and safe
transfer of information.

Key Features

ARCHOS Fusion Storage significantly increases the
storage space on a device, allowing users to download
more applications and store more content. Once installed
and activated, Fusion Storage automatically sorts and
organizes the information in a device, keeping application
files in the internal memory and sending photos, data,
videos, and more to the memory card.
In the event that the micro SD card needs to be removed
or replaced, ARCHOS Fusion Storage can also be
reversed.
This guarantees that information can be
seamlessly moved to and from the internal storage as
many times as needed without any loss.

Availability
ARCHOS Fusion Storage technology is now available free of charge for ARCHOS 50
Diamond, ARCHOS 52 Platinum, ARCHOS 50 Oxygen Plus and ARCHOS 101 Oxygen
users. All ARCHOS upcoming products, including the ARCHOS 62 Xenon and
ARCHOS 59 Xenon will automatically feature this technology.
For more information about ARCHOS Fusion Storage and the entire selection of
Connected Devices, Smartphones and Tablets, visit us at www.archos.com.
###

About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in the portable audio and video player market, and now
specializing in Android Tablets and Smartphones, has repeatedly revolutionized the
market for consumer electronics since 1988. Today, ARCHOS offers its own line of
Android Tablets and Smartphones, as well as a full line of OEM devices. In 2000,
ARCHOS launched the Jukebox 6000, the first MP3 player combined with a hard disk.
In 2008, ARCHOS launched the first generation Internet Tablets, and then the first ever
Android powered tablets in 2009. In 2013, ARCHOS launched its first generation of
Smartphones with the ARCHOS Platinum series. ARCHOS has offices in the United
States, Europe and Asia. ARCHOS is quoted on Compartment C of Eurolist, Euronext
Paris, ISIN CodeFR0000182479. Website: www.archos.com
Google, Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.
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